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The climb to the summit is rarely an easyone; it calls

for tremendous physical and emotional effort. And to be

counted among the best, a climber must possess that

certain quality of spirit that allows him to bond with his

mountain even as he attempts to conquer it.

Forty-five years ago, we at First Philippine Holdings

Corporation began a similar venture. Our mountain was

corporate leadership in nation-building. Pushed by an

ever-strengthening commitment to the Filipino people,

we climbed step by purposeful step, beat challenge after

challenge, until we prevailed..

\
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BusinessMi~sionand Credo

BUSINESS MISSION

Our basic purpose is to create newwealth for our stakeholders.

Our businesswi II focus on vital needsfor national development in the areas

of energy, infrastructure, manufacturing, and supporting industries.

In pursuing our objective, we will be guided by the following fundamental

and imperishable values and principles: nationalism, entrepreneurship

and innovation, teamwork, a strong work ethic, and corporatesocial

responsibility.

CREDO

We believe in the Filipino's ability to innovate, to seize developmental

opportunities borne from the real needs of domestic and overseas markets.

We affirm our partnership with the Filipino in their endeavor of ever pushing

the social development frontiers beyondcurrently known limits.
'-

We share the Filipino's vision of spreading gainful employment to all who are

willing to put their talents in the total betterment of the Filipino.

2



At-A-Glance
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transformers; First Sumiden Circuits,

Inc. is the pioneer manufacturer of

flexible printed circuits in the Philippines;

Rockwell Land Corporation (Rockwell)

is a leading prime property developer

known for design, operating and

marketing innovations; First Philippine

Industrial Park is the premier industrial

park in the country.

We are indeed proud of the profitability

and industrial leadership of our

companies today. However, one must

appreciate too the process leading to the

results. And this is where the role of the

holding company and the management at

both the parent and operating company

levels are critical. The First Holdings

Group (Group) has a highly competent

management team with extensive

and proven project development and

management expertise. An example

is our capability to develop, construct,

and efficiently operate power plants,

particularly the gas-fired facilities. The

same holds true for the modernization of

our NLEX tollroad. Our Group's ability

to mobilize resources was highlighted

recently by the access to the bond

markets by our major companies, namely,

Meralco (¥12 billion), First Gen (¥5

billion), MNTC (¥5 billion), and First

Holdings (¥5 billion). First Gen had an

initial public offering in February, raising

approximately $180 million.

First Holdings has served as a catalyst for

the identification, entry, development

and expansion into strategic, pioneering,

and big industrial projects. This

function requires the following: 1) the

development of cross-industry expertise,

such as competence in commercial,

legal, and financial areas for project

development, and subsequently, project

management; 2) funding support through

equity, loans, and/or guarantees; 3)

management development; and 4) a long-

term perspective. On the last point: it

takes at least five years to put up a power

plant from conceptualization; it took us

10 years from sign-on, financial closing,

construction, up to commercial start-up of

the new NLEX tollroad. This summarizes

the role of the holding company.

Last year, I articulated our new key

thrusts: the expansion of manufacturing

as a major business segment, the

adoption of the Malcolm Baldrige

framework for business excellence, the

Lopez Group Lifelong Wellness System,

and the Lopez Group Foundation, Inc.

Thus, we established in 2006 a

manufacturing sector holding company,

First Philippine Electric Corporation

(First Philec) to lead our manufacturing

thrust. Our manufacturing companies

will be placed under First Philec. It is

my hope that First Philec will shepherd

manufacturing as the next big thing after

power generation, power distribution,

and tollways.

On business excellence, I have adopted

the US-based Malcolm Baldrige criteria

as the overarching business excellence

framework for the whole Lopez Group,

including First Holdings. My attendance

in the awarding ceremonies of the 2005

Baldrige winners in Washington D.c.

last year reinforced my position on the

need in our companies for vigorous and

demanding guidelines for excellence and

competitiveness.

On Wellness, I also started the wellness

initiative with First Holdings a decade

ago. At that time, I realized that wellness

is a corporate social responsibility (CSR),

after I visited a Siemens wellness facility

in Germany. With First Holdings as the

initiating company, the program has

evolved over the years into a holistic

undertaking under the expanded

Lopez Lifelong Wellness System. I

understand that this undertaking is

already considered innovative among

Philippine corporations. On February 16,

lied a team of employees up Mt. Pulag,

the second highest peak in the country

at 9,700 feet. !his is to show that I

"walk the talk" in the various corporate

initiatives I implement in First Holdings.





Messageof the President
For the year 2006, our revenues were

12% higher than 2005, atf'59.6

billion. Net income amounted to f'15.5

billion, representing an increase of 59%

compared to the previous year. Net

income attributable to equity holders of

the parent climbed 77% to a new record

of f'8.7 billion. This result is also reflected

in the diluted earnings per share of

f'14.98, up by 73% compared to 2005.

The significant bottom-line growth

can be attributed to two factors.

First, the listing of First Gen's shares

in the Philippine Stock Exchange

allowed us to recognize a gain from

dilution amounting to f'2.7 billion.

Second, the favorable decision by

the Supreme Court (SC) on Meralco's

tariff unbundling brought about the

reversal of all accumulated provision

for probable losses from 2004 to 2006

amounting to f'15.7 billion (f'10.2 billion

net of tax). Our Group's share in the

reversal is f'2.8 billion. Had Meralco not

made provisions following the Court of

Appeals decision, FPHC's net income

attributable to equity holders of the

parent would have been f'6.9 billion in

2006 and f'5.5 billion in 2005.



The following table sets out the pro-forma condensed income statement of the First Holdings Group:

r--

nn Billion P)
2006

P""59.6

2005

P""533

i R,ven",
I Income before tax
I

. Provision for income tax

14.0

1.2

10.8

---I

% change I

I

12% ~

30%

100%

Pro-forma net income fTlO.8 19%P""12.8

Attributable to:
i
I Equity holders of the parent P""6.9

5.9

fT5.5

53

l!",inority Inte«s"

P""12.8 fTlO.8

Without these two major events,

recurring income amounted to 132.7

billion, lower by 45% compared to

the previous year's level. The greatest

impact came from the dilution of our

equity interest in First Gen.

As I mentioned last year, the offering

of First Gen will cause a dent in our

bottom-line in the medium term. For

2006, despite the 6% improvement in

its net income, our share in net earnings

of First Gen went down to 133.2billion

from 134.4billion in the prior year.

Our expectation of First Gen is that it

will continue to grow organically and

5
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25%

1

..
.1 %

]
19%

through acquisitions. With its expertise

and the $300 million cash it raised, our

power generation unit has the requisite

resources to pursue its aspirations and,

accordingly, yield higher contributions

to the parent. First Gen has been

actively participating in the privatization

of NPC assets, resulting in the

successful acquisition of the 112 MW

Pantabangan-Masiway Hydroelectric

Power Plant (PAHEP) complex in

November with a bid of $129 million.

For 2006, the power plant contributed

$6 million to First Gen's bottom line.



The following table sets out the details of recurring and non-recurring income of the First Holdings Group:

Itlcomefrom operati()n~

MeralCo

Others

Foreignexchange gains and other incon;H;,

Provision for income tax

Non-recurring income (1oss)

Reversal of (Provision fqr)

Gain on dilution

--
..

0.68

(1,2,2)

2.78

2.65

Net income attributable to equity holders<of the par~nt l' 8,69.

More importantly, we continue to

generate strong cash flows and are

able to maintain our traditionally solid

balance sheet. Beginning 2005, we

have paid annual dividends of 132.00per

share, as a result of our confidence in

the company's stable outlook. In 2007,

we will maintainthe same amount

of cash dividends, with the Board of

Directors approving the first 131.00of

cash dividends last April 12.

(.0.68)

P4,9 77%

2006 Operating Results

Revenues of our largest business

segment, power generation through

First Gen, totaled $1 billion, higher by

25% on the back of higher fuel prices

and revenues from the newly acquired

PAHEP. Net income attributable to

equity holders of the parent totaled

$92.9 million, higher by 6% compared

to the previous year.

Our power distribution segment

had a great year. The SC decision

coming towards the end of the year

enabled Meralco to report net income

attributable to equity holders of the

parent of 1313.7billion, a reversal from

the previous year's loss of 13350million.



For our tollways business, FPIDC's

revenues grew by 12% to 1"5.7 billion.

We also recorded strong profit

increases from manufacturing,

Net income attributable to equity

holders of the parent amounted to 1"1.2

property, and pipeline operations. Our

transformer manufacturing segment

billion, lower by 5% against last year

owing to the previous year's one-time

topped the P1 billion revenue mark

for the first time. While the property

gain on dilution. segment, with Rockwell and FPIP,

continued to post robust growth. Our

pipeline operations also reported record

revenues and profits.

The following table shows key financial information of our business segments:

-..-

I

"" - ~. -- -- -- .. ------
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During the reporting period, our Group

had the following accomplishments

versus plans at the beginning of the year:

. Continue to focus on growing our

power generation business through

First Gen: The year was highlighted

by the company's successfullPO

amid market uncertainties, final

resolution of its disputes with

Siemens and gas sellers, and the

acquisition and takeover of the

PAHEP complex.

. Endeavor to strengthen our

ownership position in the tollways:

We continue to pursue

opportunities although none yet

have come to fruition.

. Explore opportunities in the

manufacturing sector: First Philec is

currently exploring synergies with one

of the world's largest manufacturer

of diversified electrical products. The

proposed partnership covers the

export of transformers to Asia and

the US, and the expansion of First

Philec's product and service portfolio.

. Pursue corporate excellence

initiatives using the Malcolm Baldrige

Framework: First Holdings formed a

multi-functional team that undertook

the important first step of corporate

assessment following Baldrige

guidelines.

. Review and strengthen our

human-resource systems: We

have undertaken a review and

enhancement of our Performance

Management System. Emphasis is

given to Succession Planning and

Career Development.

All in all, I consider 2006 to be a solid

year. Our efforts going forward will be

in increasing FPHC's growth momentum

through several paths:

. We will continue to strengthen

our presence in power generation

through First Gen's active pursuit of

the PSALM privatization, IPP asset

sales, new capacity development and

enhancements of existing assets;

. We will continue to look for

opportunities in tollways and other

infrastructure businesses;

. We will continue to evaluate

synergistic partnerships and/or

acquisitions in manufacturing-in

fact, several are now under active

consideration; and

. We will explore various financing

facilities to support our growth

ambitions.

We thank you for your continued

support.

C'v-l

ELPIDIOL. IBANEZ

President and Chief Operating Officer
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2006 I nvestment Summary

(In Million P)

%

Ownership Revenues

~

"
III

!II

" ~

" ~ III'

"

.

POWER DISTRIBUTION

Manila Electric Companyb

P!lnay Electric Co!!,!pa!11

1.7,68

30.00

190,787

2,6~2- R -

" "

. Through FirstGen
b Directand through FPUFI
< Through FPIDC
d Through FirstPhilec. Meralco's net income and equity pertain to attributable to equity holders of the parent

~
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Net
Incomee

Total
Assets

Total
Liabilities Equity

4,718

2,472

11186

15,04941,818

384
9

223

13,686

150

168,316

1,852

117,342

923

47,770

928
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Operations Review: Power Generation
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FIRST GEN CORPORATION

First Gen Cw:poration (First Gen)

is the largest Filipino-ownedand

-controlled independent power

prodtlcer in the Philippines,with

anil15talled.capacityof 1,$39 MW,

representing 12% of power in the

country today. FirstGen built up

these assets over

with the investment of First Gen's

parent, First Philippine Holdings

CorporationCFPHC)jjn Baqp,ng

Private Power Corporation (BPPC)

in 1993. In December 1998, FPHC

incorporated First Gen to serve as

the holding compan)' for power

generation and energy-related

businesses of the Lopez Group. Today,

First Gen's stakes in its operating

60~of Fitst Gas

Holdings Corporation, which wholly

owns First Gas Power Corporation

(FGPC),.the project company of

the 1000 MW Santa Rita gas-fired

power plant; (2) 100% of Unified

Holdings Corporation, which owns

.60% the~ptoject

energy company that owns, through

itssqbsidi,ary FGBu.kidnQnPQW~r

Corporation (FG Bukidnon), the

1.6 MW Agusan mini-hydro power

plant; and (5) 100% of First Gen

H)'dro Power Corporation (FGHPC),

the project company of the newly

acquired 112 MW pantabangan-

Masiway hydroel~ctric power plants

(FG Hydro). In addition, First Gen

exercises organizational supervision

oyer Firstgpl}ilippi.f)eIndustrial

Corporation (FPIC), a 60%-owned

subsidiary of FPHCwhich owns the

first commercial oil pipeline in the

Philippines.

~ Operator of FirstGen'sSta. Ritaand San
Lorenzo gas-fired power plants.

company of the 500 MW San Lorenzo

gas-fired power plant; (3) 40% of

First Private Power Corporation,

which owns 93.25% of Bauang

Private Power Corporation (BPPC),

the project company of the 225 MW

Bauahg1>unkeT"fireddiesel-engine

power plant; (4) 100% of First

Gen Renewables, Inc., a renewable

l' Partof the 112 MW Pantabangan-Masiway Hydroelectric Power Plant facility successfully
privatized by PSALMand won by First Gen Corporation in 2006.



First Gen posted strong operating and

financial results in 2006. Revenues

totaled $1,043.3 millionwhich is 25%

higher than in 2005. Net income

was $148.2 million,$3.8 million

higher than in 2005. $92.9 million

of this is attributable to First Gen

after deducting minority interests

in its First Gas' plants. The increase

was driven by (1) income from the

operations of the newly acquired FG

Hydro including sales in Wholesale

Electricity Spot Market (WESM), (2)

additional one-time net gain of $3.9

million following the final settlement

of the dispute between Siemens and

FGPC, (3) lower depreciation expense

due to the $94.2 millionreduction in

the carrying value of FGPC's property,

plant, and equipment, and (4) lower

professional fees due to the settlement

of disputes. The company's balance

sheet is more robust, with consolidated

assets o~$1,732.2 million,up by 17%

from $1,482.3 millionin 2005, and

total equity of $705.9 millionup by

54.6% from $456.5 millionin 2005.

~I

~!~

~I~
,~~J
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The higher asset base was due to the

increase in cash and cash equivalents of

$157 million,the bulkof which came

from the initial public offering (lPO)

proceeds. On the liabilities side, First

Gen's operating assets have reduced

debt. FGP's debt level has been reduced

to $222.6 million, 32% lower than its

initial borrowings of $325.3 million.

FGPC's debt level at $324.5 million

(44.1 % lower than its initial borrowings

of $580.9 million), was further reduced

to $240 million. The resolution of the

dispute with Siemens unlocked the

$87.6 million (inclusive of the principal,

interest, and other fees) in FGPC's

reserve account, which was used to

prepay a portion of its outstanding loans

last February 28,2007.

In 2006, First Gen was an active player

in the privatization of government's

assets by PSALMand also bid for the

private sector assets offered for sale.

First Gen was the winning bidder in the

sale of National Power Corporation's

(NPC) 112 MW Pantabangan-Masiway

hydroelectric power plants (FG Hydro)

on November 18, 2006. FG Hydro,

with three billion cubic meters of water

storage and three sources of water, is

the largest storage-type hydro facility

in the country, which provides for

B
II!

II

I

II

operational flexibility in terms of fuel

storage. Through FG Hydro, First Gen

participated in the WESM, where it

became the largest non-government

electricity trader. First Gen was also the

highest bidder in the sale of the 600

MW Calaca coal-fired plant. However,

its bid was below the reserve price set

by PSALM. In the case of the 360 MW

Magat hydroelectric power plant, the

price of the winning bidder was more

than First Gen's by 26%. Although not

ail of the company's efforts translated

into victories, valuable experience

and knowledge have been gained.

The company also explored various

acquisitions from the private sector

which includes the sale of Mirant's

assets in the Philippines. In the end,

First Gen opted not to participate in the

sale for strategic reasons.

The growth strategy of First Gen also

involves extracting value from its

existingportfolio. in 2006, FirstGen

installedan,inletair coolingsystemat

the Santa Ritaand San Lorenzoplants.

The total output improvement for the

six units due to the evaporative coolers

is 48 MW, which was well beyond



expectations-two and a half times

the initial estimateof 3.1 MW per

unit. Another power augmentation

project scheduled for both plants is

the upgrade of the compressor blades

which will coincide with the scheduled

major maintenance overhauls in 2007.

The compressor blade upgrade will

increase the output of the two plants by

approximately 27 MW. Furthermore,

First Gen is planning to expand the

existing capacity of FG Hydro by 31

MW. Plans for an additional 65 MW

unit at Pantabangan and 13 MW unit at

Masiway are expected to be completed

between 2009-2010.

Aside from acquisition of new power

plants and optimization of existing

operations, First Gen also has a

formidable line-up of natural gas, clean

coal and hydro greenfield prospects

that can achieve commercialization in

the medium term. This includes the

550 MW San Gabriel gas-fired power

plant and a 500 MW coal-fired power

generation to be distributed in 50 to 100

MW units across the country. On hydro,

the company is looking at approximately

160 MW of hydro potential to date

. ..

110

111

and is also in early stage discussions

to develop the 10 MW Culaman River

Mini-hydro Project in Bukidnon. Parallel

to this, the company is also conducting

studies and gathering insights for the

development of a wind plant.

With the continuous liberalization

of the power industry, the growth in

the economy and the opportunity to

purchase major power assets, First

Gen sees significant opportunities for

itself. These opportunities provide solid

platforms for growth that will allow the

company to meet its plan to double its

capacity in the next five years.

As it looks forward to further growth

in 2007, First Gen believes it is

well positioned to pursue various

opportunities. Over the years, it has

acquired a clearer understanding of

the regulatory regime and a deeper

knowledge of the market and assets,

gained access to additional capital,

built a team with proven capability

to execute plans and projects, and

developed a credible track record

for forging and sustaining strategic

partnerships.

F~NCI&~GILE~ B.(:fUNO.
Senior Vice President and
Chief'Finance Officer FIRST~GEN

FIRSTGASPOWERCORPORATION

First Gas Power Corporation (FGPC)

generated $682.8 million of revenues,

23.4% higher than 2005. Net income,

however, decreased by 7.1 % to $91.9

million due to the additional provision

for deferred income taxes.

On its sixth year of commercial

operations, the Santa Rita plant

generated 7,034 gigawatthours (GWh).

Net Dependable Capacity (NDC), the

basis for the plant's capacity fees was

994.5 MW as of the end of December

2006. The Santa Rita plant benefited

in terms of high dispatch due to

the commencement of commercial

operation of the WESM and the outage

of other power plants in the Luzon grid.

In 2006, some power augmentation

projects were started. The evaporative

cooling system installed during the year

increased power output by 33 MW.

The plant's average availability for the

year was 97%, while plant reliability

was at 99.3%. Both factors exceeded

the benchmark of 84.7% and 92.5%,

respectively, set by the North American

Electricity Reliability Council (NERC).

NERC counts on a database of more

ill

m

5
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R IC HA'R D.S'.T A'N:'toco
Senior Vice President l1li

FIRST GEN
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than 6,500 electric generating units,

representing more than 74% of the

installed generating capacity in the

United States and Canada.

Following the Third interim award by

the arbitration panel of the International

Chamber of Commerce (lCC), on

October 6, 2006, FGPC and Siemens

entered into a Settlement Agreement to

conclude the arbitration and to settle all

outstanding matters between them, in

respect of all other claims, counterclaims,

interest, and costs of the arbitration.

Siemens agreed to make an additional

net payment to FGPC of $10.5 million

(inclusive of the $5.1 million initially

recognized as other income in 2005 and

the $1.5 million outstanding receivables

of FGPC from Siemens). On October 16,

2006, FGPC received the net payment

from Siemens of $10.5 million. The net

balance of $3.9 million was recognized

as part of the "other income (charges)"

account in the consolidated statement

of income of First Gen in 2006. On

December 12, 2006, the tribunal issued

its Final Award, which was final and

binding, incorporating all previous

awards and the agreement of the parties

to settle all outstanding matters between

them in respect of all other claims,

counterclaims, interest, and costs of the

arbitration. The Final Award formally

conclude? the dispute between FGPC

and Siemens.

FGP CORP.

On its fourth year, FGP Corp.

generated $333.7 million in revenues

and $48.1 million in earnings. The

24

increase in net income is due to

savings in administrative costs as well

as the capitalization of a portion of

the fixed O&M cost. The earnings of

FGP Corp. constitute about 33.3% of

First Gen's earnings.

In 2006, the San Lorenzo plant

generated 3,533 GWh. The NDC test

yielded 498.2 MW This included a 15

MW increase due to the evaporative

coolers. The ability of the plant to fill

in the demand when other NPC plants

were down, its readiness to run on liquid

fuel, and its participation in the WESM

increased the dispatch of the plant.

The average availability of the San

Lorenzo plant for the year was 96%,

while average reliability was 99%. San

Lorenzo, like Santa Rita, surpassed the

NERC benchmarks. These performance

indicators were achieved despite the

regular maintenance overhauls, taking

from two to five days, as required by the

Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM),

some forced outages due to equipment

difficulties, and outages caused by external

parties such as the transmission company

and the gas supplier.

BAUANG PRIVATE POWER

CORPORATION

Revenues of Bauang Private Power

Corporation (BPPC) by the end of 2006

reached $53.4 million with Nominated

Capacity at 225 MW. Net income of

$24.9 million was higher by 24% over

2005 due to lower operating expenses

mainly brought about by the output

VAT treatment. By yearend, total assets

had amounted to $93.7 million, and

total equity $64.6 million.

BPPC is committed to turn over to NPC

a well maintained power plant at the

end of its Cooperation Period in July

2010 and has pursued its maintenance

and preservation projects.

The year also marked the completion of

the plant's Modified Compliance Plan

to the Philippine Clean Air Act (PCAA).

The company will present the plan for

approval by the DENRwithin 2007,

subject to the pre-clearance of NPc.

FIRST GEN HYDRO POWER

CORPORATION

On September 8, 2006, First Gen

Hydro Power Corporation (FGHPC)

participated and won the bid for the

112 MW Pantabangan-Masiway

Hydroelectric Power Plant (FG Hydro)

conducted by the Power Sector Assets

and Liabilities Management Corporation

(PSALM). FGHPC narrowly beat out

the only other bidder for the project

with an offer of $129 million.

First Gen took over the ownership,

management, operations, and

maintenance of FG Hydro on November

18, 2006, just a little over two months

after its auction. To date, this has been

the fastest turnover completed on an

acquisition from PSALM.

The accelerated turnover was

auspicious. Water was literally

overflowing from the Pantabangan

reservoir-an event that had happened

only once before in its 28-year history.



ERNESTOB. PANTANGCO
Executive Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer FPPC/BPPC
Senior Vice President FIRSTGEN

LEONIDES U. GARDE
President and Chief Operating Officer
FPIC

l' BPPC'sbunker-fired power plant in
Bauang,La Union.

~ FirstGen's Initial PublicOffering last
February2006. In photo are (from left to
right): Hon. JusticeJoseC. Vitug, Director-
Chairman, Philippine StockExchange;Oscar
M. Lopez,Chairmanof FirstGen; PeterD.
Garrucho,Jr. , Vice Chairman and Chief
ExecutiveOfficer of FirstGen; Hon. Fe B.
Barin, Chairman,Securitiesand Exchange
Commission;and FranciscoEd.Lim, Director-
President,PhilippineStock Exchange.
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At around the same time, Luzon power

supply was tight due to the scheduled

maintenance of the Malampaya

platform and the outages of several

power plants in the grid. As'a result,

First Gen was able to trade FG Hydro's

capacity in the WESM at peak prices

in November and December. More

importantly, the immediate transfer

of FG Hydro enabled First Gen to

harness the water resources towards

intermediate and peak power to the grid

during the outage of the Malampaya

gas facilities. FG Hydro was thus able to

boost existing supply and provide stable

power at a time the grid needed the

capacity the most.

FG Hydro's initial operations from

November 18 to December 31,2006

generated revenues of P651.9 million,

while net income amounted to P383.9

million after deducting operation and

maintenance expenses, depreciation,

interest, and other expenses totaling to

P268 million.

FG BUKIDNON POWER

CORPORATION

Revenues of FG Bukidnon Power

Corporation (FGBPC) by the end of

2006 had reached P33 million with

Nominated Capacity at 1.6 MW Net

income was pg.2 million, higher by

P6.4 million from that of 2005 due to

the full-year commercial operations,

compared with three months in 2005.

At yearend, total assets amounted to

f- First Gas operates two natural gas power
plants with a combined capacity of 1,500 MW

P111.7 million, while total equity was

P1 01.2 million.

FIRST PHILIPPINE INDUSTRIAL

CORPORATION

The First Philippine Industrial

Corporation (FPIC) achieved record

revenues of P562 million in 2006,

resulting in a net income of P223.4

million. The year also marked the

company's attainment of a perfect

Customer Satisfaction Index of 5.00

(on a 5-point scale) from its shippers,

a testimony to its superior pipeline

transport service over the past 37 years.

In the near term, the company is

looking at increasing its white oil

pipeline capacity in anticipation of

additional volumes. The utilization

of the black oil pipeline for other

petroleum products is being explored

together with greenfield pipelines. The

establishment of modern fuel depots

near the pipeline and in other strategic

areas in the country is being studied in

partnership with the leading global tank

terminal operators.

SUCCESSIN SYSTEMS AND PEOPLE

First Gen's strong operating

performance depends heavily on having

the right systems and the most effective

people in place.

The successful re-certification of First

Gen Corporation for ISO 9001 :2000

reflects its commitment to maintain the

highest quality levels in managing its

assets. First Gas Holdings Corporation,

First Gas Power Corporation, FGP Corp.,

and First Gas Pipeline Corporation have

also received their re-certifications from

an independent certification company,

AJA Registrars Inc., under UKAS

accreditation to the three international

standards' ISO 9001 :2000, ISO

14001 :2004, and OHSAS 18001 :1999

in June 2006.

Moreover, FPIC successfully certified

to Investors in People in 2006, an

international standard for human

resource management. To date, FPIC's

world-class management systems are

certified to six international standards,

which also include ISO 9001, ISO

14001, OHSAS 18001, SA 8000 and,

very recently, ISO 27001.

Bearing in mind the interest of all

stakeholders, the companies will use

the Malcolm Baldrige framework

of the United States with specific

focus on ESH performance. In these

management initiatives, BPPC and First

Gas led the group in aligning the overall

performance of the organization to the

Malcolm Baldrige framework.
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Operations Review:PowerDistribution

MANilAELECTRICCOMPANY

The Manila Electric Company (Meralco)

registered a net income attributable

to equity holders of the parent of

P13.7 billion for 2006, mainly due to a

favorable Supreme Court (SC) decision

on Meralco's tariff unbundling. The

December 6, 2006 en bane decision

of the High Court set aside an adverse

Court of Appeals ruling on the tariff

unbundling case. The net income

resulted from the write-back of all

accumulated provisions for probable

losses from 2004 to 2006 amounting to

P10.22 billion net of tax. If provisions

had not been made after the Court of

Appeals decision on the unbundling

rate case in 2004, the net income

attributable to equity holders of the

parent would have been P3.5 billion,

P3.2 billion, and N.8 billion in 2006,

2005, and 2004, respectively.

Total consolidated revenues rose 9%

from P174.3 billion in 2005 to P190.8

billion in 2006. This was due to the

1.1 % sales growth and the increase

in purchased power cost of the parent

company. The parent company

successfully issued P12 billion of fixed-

rate and floating-rate corporate notes

in December 2006 to refinance existing

secured loan obligations and to fund

working capital requirements. This

new debt package is expected to yield

savings on interest payments and ease

the pressure on cash flows.

Market

Overall energy sales and billing kilowatt

(KW) demand went up 1.1 % to 25,078

gigawatthours (GWh) and 2.9% to

50.2 GW, respectively. The rise in

energy sales beat the 0.6% growth

posted in 2005. The commercial class

led the growth in sales at 4 %, followed

by the industrial class at 1.2 %. Sales to

the residential class, however, declined

by 2%.

Operations

Striking on September 28, Typhoon

Milenyo, among the strongest to hit

the country, caused widespread and

prolonged service interruptions. Nine

electric utilities from different parts

of the country lent equipment and

manpower to assist Meralco crews in

the restoration work. All of Meralco's

660 distribution and 79 subtransmission

lines representing 100% of the

company's 739 circuits were energized

by October 7.

Milenyo also mechanically weakened

line connections and support structures,

requiring a massive line rehabilitation

program at the end of the year to detect

and correct incipient line faults and to

strengthen line support structures.

The company has been coordinating

with government and non-government

agencies suc~ as the Metropolitan

Manila Development Authority and

the Department of Public Works and

Highways, as well as private groups like

billboard owners, building developers
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and other pole users to draw up plans

to minimize the impact of typhoons on

electric distribution facilities.

The company brought down its system

loss level to 10.10%, the lowest system

loss level recorded in 25 years. This

improvement resulted in an 1'>85million

reduction in unrecoverable purchased

power costs (resulting in turn from

the company's inability to meet the

mandated system loss cap of 9.5%)

from 1'>1.05billion in 2005 to f>969

million in 2006. Intensified efforts

to detect and apprehend users with

illegal service connections and the

increased share of kilowatthour sales

at higher voltages contributed to the

improvement in system loss. The year

saw the highest number of illegal service

connections that was detected and

removed at 98,679.

Regulatory

The SC granted the petitions of

the Energy Regulatory Commission

(ERC) and Meralco to set aside the

July 22, 2004 decision of the Court

of Appeals against the ERC rulings

on Meralco's tariff unbundling. The
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decision was unanimously approved

by the High Court en bane, saying

that an audit by the Commission

on Audit is not a prerequisite to the

fixing of a utility's rates.

Meralco, along with two other

distribution utilities (Dagupan Electric

Corporation and Cagayan Electric

Power and Light Company) filed its

first performance based rating (PBR)

application on September 1, 2006.

This complied with the ERe's Rules

for Setting Distribution Wheeling

Rates. The application is still pending

with the ERe.

On September 1, 2006, the ERC

ordered Meralco to stop collecting from

customers the adjustments in generation

charge authorized under an automatic

mechanism, following the SC denial of

the Motions for Reconsideration filed

by the ERCand Meralco on the second

generation rate adjustment mechanism

(GRAM) case. Meralco, thus, can adjust

its generation charges only after filing

the appropriate application with, and

getting approval from the ERe.



As of March 26, 2007, Meralco has

filed six separateapplicationswith the

ERe. These were for the generation

costs for the supply months of August,

September, October, November, and

December 2006 and for January 2007.

Although four have already been given

provisional approvals, all six applications

are still pending and are in various

stages of disposition by the ERe.

Following the SC ruling on Meralco's

second GRAM, Meralco was directed to

refund affected customers the amount

of ffi.1327 per kWh" reckonedfrom

when the same was charged and

collected." The second GRAM refund

was implemented from January 2007 to

March 2007.

PANAY ELECTRICCOMPANY

The energy shortage in Panay is already

being manifested through frequent

power outages throughout the island.

Panay Electric Company (PECO), on

the other hand, has a secure source of

power through its bilateral contract with

Panay Power Corp.

For 2006, kilowatthour sales totaled

332.7 GWh, lower by 2% against last

year, as one of the power consumers

opted to directly source its power from

National Power Corporation (NPC).

This translated to an energy sale of

1"2.69 billion, higher by 14% compared

to the previous year's level of 1"2.37

billion. Costs and expenses, however,

grew by 19% to 1"2.68 billion, against

1"2.26 billion last year. As a result,

operating income contracted by 90% to

1"10.7 billion. PECO's margins continue

to slide owing to the fact that the ERC-

approved rate for distribution, supply

and metering charges is only enough to

cover operating costs and expenses as

these are based on the year 2000 costs

and expenses.

Net income for the year, nevertheless,

reached 1"149.8 million, still higher

compared to the previous year's 1"145.9

million, due to interest earned on

excess cash.

PECO has a pending application with

ERCfor a rate increase. If approved,

the rate increase will improve the

company's margins.

Systems loss was at 12.37%, above the

systems loss cap of 9.5%. The 2.87%

negative variance translates to 1"89

million in lost revenues for the year. To

combat pilferage, PECO introduced

a new clustering design, the Elevated

Metering 'Connection with High Voltage

Protection, which is patterned after

that of Meralco. The project was

implemented during the third quarter of

2006 and proved to be effective.

In 2007, among their initiatives will

be the improvement in service to its

customers, gauged by measurable

indices such as the Average Processing

Time for customer transactions and

Interruption Frequency Rates. PECO

also looks forward to growth in returns

resulting from the approval of their

application for rate increase.
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~ A view of the new North Luzon Express-
way.

"I The Bocaue toll plaza.
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FIRSTPHILIPPINEINFRASTRUCTURE

DEVELOPMENTCORPORATION

First Philippine Infrastructure

Development Corporation (FPIDC) is

the tollways holding company of the

Lopez Group. It is 51 % owned by First

Holdings (the other 49% is owned by

Benpres Holdings). The Manila North

Tollways Corporation (MNTC) is a

subsidiary, while Tollways Management

Corporation (TMC) is an associate.

FPIDC owns 67.1 % of MNTC and 46%

of TMc.

FPIDC generated consolidated revenues

of t>5.7 billion, higher by 12 % from

the t>5.1billion in 2005. Consolidated

net income, however, declined by 5%,

from t>1.3 billion to t>1.2 billion due

mainly to the one time recognition

of t>270 million gain on dilution of

its investments in MNTC last year.

Excluding this one time gain, the

consolidated net income would have

increased, by 20%. Share in earnings

of TMC decreased from t>100 million

to t>99 million due to the increase in

the cost of services (overhead and

maintenance costs of the NLEX).

MANILA NORTHTOLLWAYS

CORPORATION

The Manila North Tollways Corporation

(MNTC) earned revenues of t>5.7

billion in 2006, higher by 12% from

the previous year's t>5.1 billion. Its

net income of t>1.7 billion was 10%

higher than last year's t>1.5 billion.

The 2006 figures reflected a full year's

operations, whereas the 2005 figures

were generated from 11 months of

operations.

The modest increase in revenues was

attributed to the 1.2 % growth in

average daily traffic (ADT) volume as

140,132 average daily vehicle-entries

into the NLEX was recorded in 2006.

Increased economic activity in the north

helped sustain traffic growth in 2006

despite the extended typhoon season

and the continued rise in petroleum

prices which restrained travel demand

over the second half of the year.

Net income increased due to higher

revenues and foreign exchange gains

and lower depreciation expense, which,

altogether, offset the one-time write-

off of debt issue costs arising from the

refinancing transaction in 2006.
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ADT was affected by the

implementation of the anti-overloading

campaign, particularly with the Class

3 vehicles-cargo trucks. The anti-

overloading campaign is expected to

prolong the life span and pavement

quality of the roadway. This also fulfills

warranty requirements and precludes

huge repair and rehabilitation costs.

MNTC obtained a f>5 billion refinancing

facility with a consortium of global,

local, and other financial institutions.

This was aimed at reducing significantly

its vulnerability to foreign exchange

fluctuations, as well as at restructuring

some restrictive covenants in its original

project financing. The original purely

dollar-denominated loan was divided

into a $100 million loan and a f>5.5

billion seven-year fixed-rate corporate

note (FXCN) issue. The issue received

an overwhelming response from local

institutions, especially with a "PRS

Aaa" rating by the Philippine Ratings

Services Corporation (Philratings). This

is the highest possible credit rating in

Philratings' domestic rating scale.

MNTC received the Grand Anvil

award during the 41 st Anvil Awards

in February. The award gave due

recognition to MNTC's multi-

dimensional communications program

to manage the public's acceptance of

the NLEX's new toll rates. The Anvil

Award, considered as the "Oscars" of

public relations, is given by the Public

Relations Society of the Philippines.

TOLLWAYS MANAGEMENT

CORPORATION

Tollways Management Corporation's

(TMC) revenues remained at f>1.2

billion. Net income, however, decreased

slightly from f>217.5 million to f>214.8

million. This was mainly due to major

expenses in carriageway maintenance,

which resulted in higher cost of services.

The effective enforcement of rules

and regulations supplement TMC's

endeavors for an efficient transport of

people, goods and services through the

NLEX. The following developments are

particularly significant:

1. Diminished traffic problems and

reduced travel incidents have been

achieved.

2. The apprehension of speeding

vehicles through calibrated speed guns

has been introduced in the NLEX.

3. The Anti-Overweight Vehicle

Program has been implemented to

prevent the premature deterioration

of the carriageway pavement

and thereby maintain its excellent

condition for the utmost safety and

convenience of the motoring public.

4. TMC, in coordination with MNTC,

has initiated an innovative road

safety education program. TMC

distributes a Motorist's Handbook,

published in English and Filipino, to

transport groups, civic organizations,

and media. It also circulates the

NLExpress, a tabloid-format

newsletter, to communicate its safety

advocacies to a broader range of the

motoring public.
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MANUFACTURING

FIRSTPHILIPPINEELECTRIC

CORPORATION

In 2006, First Philippine Electric

Corporation (First Philec) continued to

grow the manufacturing businesses of

First Holdings, expanding its range of

products and services. It also continued

prospecting for acquisitions.

The Electricals Division produced

new types of transformers and

offered additional repair services,

thus broadening its local market

and, at the sametime, decreasingits

dependenceon Meralco as its main

customer. Meanwhile, collaborative

work with global players allowed it to

enter the foreign market. All these

efforts significantly contributed to the

Group's revenues and brought it one

step forward in securing the long-term

growth of the electrical manufacturing

business. PhilippineElectricCorporation,

FirstElectroDynamicsCorporation, and

First Philippine Power Systems, Inc. are

the operating companies that compose

the Electricals Division.

The Electronics Division is continuing

its evaluation of possible acquisitions

of companies that have overseas

38

operations. The plan is to use such

companies as a staging point for entry

into the huge global market. First

SumidenCircuits, Inc., a partnership

with Sumitomo Electric, Inc., is the

operating unit housed under the

Electronics Division.

First Philec began building the corporate

organization, focusing on growth and

business development, profitability and

competitiveness, and business excellence.

For the year, the Group will continue

searching for new businesses, especially

those with synergies with the existing

companies.

PHILIPPINEELECTRICCORPORATION

Philippine ElectricCorporation (Philec)

made revenuesof P1 billion in 2006,

32% higher than the previousyear's

P759.6 million. This is the first time

that Philec's revenues reached P1

billion. The large increase in revenues

may be attributed to an increase in

deliveries of amorphous transformers

to the Meralco. Its net income was P35

million, up,by 22% from P28.6 million,

despiteunprecedentedprice increasesin

transformer raw materials.

During the year,Philecdevelopedthe



capability to manufacture amorphous

transformers on a commercial scale

with technical assistance from Hitachi

Metals. Philec also successfully designed

and manufactured prototype' units of

dead-front single phase distribution

transformers (DT) for Meralco.

Philec manufactured the first ever 20

MVA power transformer, the largest

transformer to be produced.

Philec's plans are aimed at the export

market. Philec has already been

able to export DTs to the Guam

Power Authority under are-labeling

agreement with Cooper Power System,

a leading transformer manufacturer in

the United States. It has also started

looking at opportunities of providing

manufactured products and services in

the Asia-Pacific region.

Philec obtained its Investors in People

(liP) certification. The audit was

conducted by the International Quality

Center Ltd. of the United Kingdom and

the Personnel Management Association

of the Philippines. liP is an international

certification given for best practices

in people management. Philec also

received an award from the Safety

Organization of the Philippines, Inc.

for its perfect safety record. It is also

certified to ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and

OHSAS 18001.

FIRSTELECTRODYNAMICS

CORPORATION

First Electro Dynamics Corporation

(Fedcor) made revenues of P186 million,

higher by 61 % than the P115.3 million

in 2005. Net income was Pl.8 million,

up 45% from P5.4 million.

There are several reasons for the good

performance. First, a major customer

agreed to a reasonable price increase.

Second, Fedcor went into transformer

manufacturing when Philec outsourced

some volume to them; these were for

its 10 and 15 KVA DT units. Third,

Fedcor regained its preferred current

transformer supplier status with Meralco

when its new design exceeded the

product's technical requirements at

competitive prices. The new product

lines were more than enough to offset

the sluggish demand for other services

brought about by project deferments

and customers' inventory issues.

In 2007, Fedcor will continue to expand

its range of products and services, and

markets. It is looking at load break

switch repair, supply of high pressure

sodium lighting fixtures, substation

maintenance, and other knowledge-

based endeavors.

Fedcor continued to pursue excellence

in initiatives and maintained its IMS

certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001,

FPPS' newly acquired Transformer Tests Set (TTS), capable of routine production and type
tests for its product quality certification process.

An Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR)
being evaluated at the Fedcor plant prior to
servicing.
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and OHSAS 18001. It also passed

the liP assessment and started to

deploy the Six Sigma methodology

throughout the corporation.

FIRSTPHILIPPINEPOWERSYSTEMS,INc.

First Philippine Power Systems, Inc.

(FPPS) made revenues of f>25.2 million.

Its net income was f>2.5 million.

FPPSstarted commercial operations in

July. It was established primarily to serve

the dry-type transformer requirements

of American Power Conversion (APC),

the world's leading manufacturer of

large, uninterruptible power supply

units. The FPPS plant is located in the

Cavite Export Zone.

FPPS has already been accredited as an

international supplier of APC It is also

Underwriters Laboratories listed.

FIRSTSUMIDENCIRCUITS,INc.

First Sumiden Circuits, Inc. (FSCI)

earned revenues of $64.8 million in

2006, higher by 17% from the previous

year's $55.4 million. It's net income,

however, decreased by 62%, from $3.7

million to $1.4 million, due to the price

cuts implemented by FSCIamid extreme

S£NJAMINK. UBORO
President (until November2006)
FIRST BALFOUR

competition from global flexible printed

circuit manufacturers.

During the last quarter of 2006, FSCI

faced tremendous increase in demand

and new product introductions from its

major customers, of which some of the

more notable are Toshiba Matsushita

Display, Sony, Hitachi Global Storage

Systems, Western Digital and Matsushita

Electric.This meant that FSCI had to

focus on effective recruitment and

training, increased capacity through

additional equipment, increased

productivity, and improved quality.

FSCI continues to strive to be a world-

class company by continuing its business

excellence initiatives.

1. Savings from Six Sigma projects

amounted to $1.2 million, or 2%

of sales. FSCI presented a technical

paper at the European Six Sigma

Summit in London in April. FSCI

placed second among 40 entries in

its first attempt at the European Six

Sigma Excellence Award.

2. FSCImaintained its Integrated

Management Systems certification

encompassing ISO 9001 :2000,

.

II!.
ANf.flOtff'LF'RN~NDE~
President
FIRST BALFOUR

ISO 14001 :1996, and OHSAS

18001 :1999 standards.

3. FSCIreceived the Philippine Quality

Award (PQA) - Mastery in Quality

Management (Level 3) in the PQA

9th cycle in December.

PROPERTY

ROCKWELLLAND CORPORATION

Rockwell Land Corporation (Rockwell)

boosted its revenues by 18% to f>2.6

billion from f>2.2 billion in 2005. Net

income also increased, by 28%, from

f>288.5 million to f>369.3 million.

The highest revenue contributor was

condominium sales (72%), followed

by retail operations (17%), and cinema

sales (11 %). The increase in net

income is attributed to a 59% drop in

interest expense.

Thisyear saw the constructionof

Rockwell'ssixth residentialdevelopment

in full swing-the Joya Tower, a 927-

unit twin tower. Bythe end of the year,

halfway through completion and four

months ahead of schedule, Joya was

97% sold. Rockwell also began pre-

selling units for Number One Rockwell,

the biggest condominium development

to date-'-with 1,263 units. Bythe end
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of the year, Number One Rockwell

was 54% sold. It will be built on the

former Information Center site. The

Information Center has been relocated

to Block 9, in front of Ateneo De Manila

Professional Schools.

Retail operations continued to fight for

market share and improved revenues

amid heightened competition from

newly opened malls. Rockwell Power

Plant's occupancy rate remained at

99%. Joya's Santana Row-inspired

building fa<;:adeopened retail spaces at

the podium, offering yet another unique

retail concept to complement the mall.

The mall also continues to reinvent retail

space in Joya and Block 9, and upgrade

existing mall spaces, as it tries to address

expected market tightening.

FIRSTPHILIPPINEINDUSTRIALPARK

FirstPhilippine Industrial Park's (FPIP)

consolidated revenues reached 1"560.9

million in 2006, 22% higher than

the previous year's 1"460 million. Net

income rose to 1"139.1 million, up by

38% from 1"100.5 million.

The year saw a milestone reached

for FPIP,having registered its highest

revenues and net income in the last

five years. These achievements are

attributed to the aggressive expansion

of locators, intensified activity among

the ready-built-factory customers, and

increased demand from the water-

related business.

The company's best-in-class

development plans, coupled with

excellent customer service, ensured

the position of FPIPas one of the

leading industrial parks in the country. It

continued to capitalize on its diversified

portfolio of products and services in

balancing the cyclical demand of the

industry. New products are being

prepared for launching in the near future.

FPIP has positioned itself to tap

opportunities arising from the improved

investment climate through deliberate

expansion of product offerings backed

by strong financials.

FPIP has continuously improved its

reputation as the leading industrial

park in the country with an Integrated

Management System certified for ISO

9001, ISO 14001, and OHSAS 18001.

CONSTRUCTION

FIRST BALFOUR, INc.

First Balfour, Inc. (First Balfour) generated

revenues of 1"548 million in 2006, up

by 25% from the previous year's 1"437

million. Its net loss also decreased by 76%

from 1"79.5million to 1"19.2 million. This

may be attributed to higher revenues,

solid project execution performance, and

overhead cost management.

An architect's perspective of St. Luke's Medical Center,
Bonifacio Global City, a joint-venture project of MDC-First Balfour.
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The year's highlight was the awarding

of the 51. Luke's Hospital Project in Fort

Bonifacio to the Makati Development

Corporation (MDC)-First Balfour joint

venture. The award was given in

December after a long and thorough

evaluation of some of the best

contractors in the Philippines and Asia.

The hospital will be a 600-bed, world-

class medical center scheduled to be

completed by the third quarter of 2009.

First Balfour completed the power

supply and electrical works for the

LRT1 Capacity Expansion, the roads

and utilities extension project for

First Philippine Industrial Park, and

pipe-laying works for Maynilad. The

construction of the Porac, Tipo & Layac

steel bridges on the Subic-Clark-Tarlac

Expressway was awarded to First

Balfour in October and is scheduled for

completion in 12 months.

First Balfour started and substantially

completed the 8,400-sqm manufacturing

facility for Maxim Semiconductor

Manufacturing (Maxim). This will be

Maxim's second plant in the Philippines.

It was also awarded by a credit card

company the design and construction

of a two-level 2,372-sqm plant for the

manufacture of full-servicecredit cards.

The plant will be operational by the first

quarter of 2007. First Balfour was awarded

the site development works, office block

fa~ade, and fit-out works by American

firm Sunpower Manufacturing Limited,

Inc. This40,000-sqm facilitywillbe the

largest solar panel plant in the world. It is

scheduled for completion by the middle

of 2007.

For the fifth year, First Balfour

maintained its Integrated Management

System, ISO 9001 :2000, ISO

14001 :2004, and OHSAS 18001: 1999

certifications from TUV Product Service.

SERVICES

SECURITIESTRANSFERSERVICES,INc.

Securities Transfer Services, Inc. (STSI)

earned revenues of 1311.7millionin 2006,

higher by 23 % from the previous year's

139.5 million. Net income was 131.8 million,

a 1,465% increase from 13115,000.

STSl's increase in revenues is due to its

five new clients, revenues from printing

services, and interest income. The

new clients are First Gen Corporation

(FirstGen), AllianceTuna International,

Inc. (Alliance Tuna), PNOC Energy

Development Corporation (PNOC-EDC),

Grepalife Dollar Income Fund, and Aboitiz

Equity Ventures, Inc. STSIalso handled the

initialpublic offerings (lPO) of First Gen,

Alliance Tuna, and PNOC-EDc.

STSI maintained its ISO 9001 :2000

certification by passing the annual

surveillance audited conducted by

Certification International.

I

The 350 MW cellmanufacturing plant of
5unPowerPhilippines,a locator in FPIP.

Front office of 5T51.



CorporateGovernance

First Philippine Holdings Corporation

(First Holdings) has instituted corporate

governance as a working philosophy.

It has adopted a Manual on Corporate

Governance, then a Manual on Anti-

Money Laundering, and finally a Code

of Corporate Conduct intended to serve

as a guide in dealing with stakeholders.

Indeed, First Holdings finds the

philosophy of corporate governance

dovetailing with the commitment,

articulated by the company'sfounders

and pursued to this day, of "sound

strategic business management to

improve the economic and commercial

prosperity of the corporation and

enhance shareholder value."

This philosophy finds serious practical

adherence in the very composition of

First Holdings' board, which sits persons

of proven competence and integrity.

The nomination committee itself initially

passes upon prospects for new board

members, demanding among other

qualifications the capability to "bring
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prudent judgment to bear on the

decision-making process."

The philosophy is passed on down the

line. For instance, a compensation and

remuneration committee oversees a

rewards system, closely observing a

policy intended to promote a culture

that supports enterprise and innovation.

The chairman's own remuneration

is subject to review by a committee

composed of the vice-chairman and the

other directors themselves.

The audit committee is itself chaired

by an independent director. Its duty,

among others, is to ensure transparency

and integrity in financial management.

External and internal auditors assist in

this work.

First Holdings has an Internal Audit

Group (lAG) headed by a vice-president,

with a manpower complement of eight

seniorand junior audit personnel,all

certified public accountants and mostly

certified internal auditors. The lAG



reports to the board through the audit

committee.

The lAG provides assurance and

consulting functions for First Holdings

and its subsidiaries in internal control,

corporate governance, and risk

management. It observes faithfully the

International Standards for Professional

Practice of Internal Auditing (ISPPIA).

Since the company focuses on finding

appropriate financing and business

prospects, First Holdings has also

constituted a finance and investment

committee, whose job, among others,

is to review investment objectives and

strategies, fund raising, major capital

expenditures, investment opportunities,

and divestments.

For further transparency, the company

has allowed one board observer at

board meetings. Previously, there

were two observing as creditors'

representatives. In any event, complete,

prompt and timely disclosures of

material information have been made

by the company to the Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC) and to

the Philippine Stock Exchange for the

benefit of the investing public.

The law requires a company to have

only two independent directors. First

Holdings has three. Their presence

provides the board with broad and

impartial viewpoints, thus allowing for

deliberations.

For corporate governance, a compliance

officer and assistant have been

designated. These are concurrently

corporate secretary and assistant

corporate secretary. First Holdings is

ISO certified, and regulatory compliance

is one of the processes that are subject

to periodic audit under this system.

Among the current governance

compliance steps taken by the company

are: (1) the annual certification to

the SEe regarding compliance by the

corporation, its directors, officers, and

employees with the leading practices

and principles on good governance as

embodied in the company's manual,

and (2) the secretary's certification as

to attendance and sworn declarations

by all independent directors as to their

qualifications as required under the SEC

Notice dated October 20, 2006.

First Holdings keeps an abiding

commitment to a type of governance

that is sound, transparent, responsive,

and equipped with a system of checks

and balances.



BusinessExcellence

Business excellence, using the Malcolm

Baldrige criteria, covers both corporate

The following companies maintain

their integrated management system

initiatives and corporate social certifications against ISO 9001,

responsibility. ISO 14001, and OHSAS 18001:

FGHC, FGPC, FPPC, BPPC, FGP,

CORPORATE INITIATIVES FPIC, First Gas Pipeline, First Balfour,

Philec, Fedcor, FSCIand FPIP.FPICGood governance is the framework

for corporate initiatives (CI), whose has two additional certifications,

components are standards-based

systems, management tools, and

namely SA 8000, an index of social

accountability, and BS-7799, the

recognition awards. British standard for information

security management system.

A. Standards-based Systems

1. First Holdings maintains its ISO

9000 certification. First Holdings is

the first Philippine holding company

2. The First Holdings Group (Group)

decided to go for Investors in

to be ISO certified. In addition,

First Gen and STSI are also ISO

People (liP) certification. liP is

an international quality standard

9001 certified.

that helps organizations improve

their performance and realize their

objectives by effective people

management.

l' First Holdings officers at the Mt. Pulagsummit. In photo, from left are:Arthur De Guia, Managing Director; BenjaminLiboro, SeniorVice
President;Elpidio Ibanez, Presidentand COO; Oscar M. Lopez,Chairman and CEO;Oscar R. Lopez,Jr.,Vice President;and BenjaminR. Lopez,Vice
President.
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Four companies in the Group were

awarded liP status by UK-based

International Quality Center Ltd.

and the Philippine Management

Association of the Philippines. They

are FPIC, Fedcor,Asian Eye Institute,

and Philec.

B. Management Tools

1. Environment, Safety, and Health

- First Holdings received the

Founder's Award in the last cycle of

the Management Assessment and

Rating System.

2. Six Sigma - FSCI has pioneered in

the use of Six Sigma in the Group.

The company has achieved significant

savings over the years with $1.2

million just for 2006. It has also

won second place at the European

Six Sigma Excellence Award and

participated in the Asian Six Sigma

Summit in Singapore. FSCI black belts

held Blackbelt training for 44

participants from 15 Lopez Group

companies. The resulting 37 projects

from these trainings are expected to

generate ¥'34 million in savings.

3. Risk Management - The Group's

thrust involves the adoption of

the Commission of Sponsoring

Organization of the Treadway

Commission (COSO) Enterprise Risk

Management Model (ERM) as the

overall framework to manage risks

in support of enhancing shareholder

value. The entire program is

overseen by the Lopez Group Risk

Management Committee. Several

discussions on risks using the Risk

Self-Assessment method have been

conducted with key officers of the

operating subsidiaries.

4. Knowledge Management (KM)

- The KM focus was knowledge

codification to support the corporate

value creation processes. Knowledge

was captured using various tools and

initiatives like records management,

ISO, and the Portal Phase I. The

company aims to look deeper into

the very source of knowledge-

human capital. The thrust is

to support competitiveness by

adopting KMconcepts of a learning

organization, while enhancing its

mentoring and coaching programs as

part of the person-to-person transfer

of knowledge and skills. These are

systems thinking, personal mastery,

mental models and building shared

visions.

5. Employee Wellness - Chairman

Oscar M. Lopez appointed Mr. Rafael

Alunan III to head the Lopez Group

Lifelong Wellness (LLW). The goal

of the LLW is to help employees

and their' families develop a healthy

lifestyle, one that reduces health

risks and maximizes the employee's

potential, through voluntary

behavioral changes. The LLW

activities include the walking series,

mountain treks, sports tournaments,

and diet and nutrition, and stress

management seminars.

In February 2007, a group of executives

and employees led by no less than

Chairman Lopez, climbed Mt. Pulag, the

second highest peak in the Philippines

and the highest in Luzon. At 76 years

old, Chairman Lopez is known to be the

oldest person to ever reach the summit.

Together with Chairman Lopez were

First Holdings executives-President and

COO Elpidio Ibanez, Managing Director

Arthur De Guia, Senior Vice President

Benjamin Liboro, and Vice Presidents

Oscar and Benjamin R. Lopez.They

were also accompanied by the First

Philippine Mount Everest Team, led by
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Leo Oracion and Pastor Emata, as well

as two of the three ladies aspiring to be

the first Filipinas to conquer Mt. Everest.

C. Recognition Awards

First Holdings uses the Baldrige Criteria

as a diagnostic tool to determine the

health of its processes and business

results and how these compare with the

world's best. Thus, several executives

from the First Holdings Group attended

"The Quest for Excellence," the official

conference of the Malcolm Baldrige

National Quality Award (MBNQA) on

April 23-26 in Washington D.c. The

conference showcased the exceptional

practices and business tools of the 2005

MBNQA recipients. This led to the

invitation of a two-time Baldrige winner,

Dr. David Spong of Boeing, to share

how he used the Baldrige framework

to transform and improve two separate

Boeing divisions.

The Oscar M. Lopez Award for

Performance Excellence (Oscars) uses

the MBNQA framework. In 2006, the

Oscars finally produced two winners:

1. FSCI earned the Levell! Commitment

to Excellence Award for high

performance and significant progress

in building quality values and

sound processes as a foundation for

consistent performance.

2. FPIC received the Levell Pursuit

of Excellence Award for good

performance and establishing

sound processes as a foundation for

consistent performance.
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The Lopez Achievement Award (LAA)

is given to individuals and teams who

Land US Road Show Team, Rockwell

4. Awards for Public Responsibility

have contributed significantly in the

areas of Customer Focus, Business

- "Catalyzing Partnerships for

Verde Island Conservation," Verde

Management, Human Resource Focus,

Public Responsibility, Corporate Image-

Island Integrated Conservation

and Development Program, First

building, and Operations Management. Philippine Conservation, Inc., and

"The Road to Safe Driving," TMC

The 2006 LAA recipients were:

1. Award for Customer Focus, Top

Handbook & Tabloid Editorial

Team, TMC

Award - "Speedy Restoration of

Power After Typhoon Milenyo," Special awards were also given to

the successful refinancing of MNTCTyphoon Milenyo Restoration Team,

Meralco and Meralco.

2. Award for Operations Management

- "Lowering Systems Loss," Systems CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Management Team, Meralco

3. Award for Business Management

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is

a major undertaking of the Group in

- "Mining the US Market," Rockwell its pursuit of business excellence. First

The Distinguished Family Business Award from the Lombard
Odier Darier Hentsch & Cie was given to the Lopez family.



Holdings has aligned its CSR activities

with the United Nations Millennium

Development Goals (UNMDG),

particularly in poverty alleviation,

education, health, and environment.

On September 21, the Lopez Group

Foundation headed by Chairman Oscar

M. Lopez, received the Distinguished

Family BusinessAward (as one of three

awardees) from the Lombard Odier Darier

Hentsch & Cie, a major private banking

firm in Europe, and IMD, a world leader

in executive education. The award is

considered to be the most prestigious for

family businesses. The Lopez family is the

first Southeast Asian recipient.

In poverty alleviation, here are the high

points for the year:

1. A First Holdings-sponsored

comprehensive two-year community

development program in Paliparan

III, Dasmarifias, Cavite. Together

with the Philippine Business

for Social Progress (PBSP), First

Holdings helped organize a Youth

Olympics and simultaneous

livelihood training workshops.

2. FSCI was a finalist in the 2006

Awards for Excellence in Workplace

Volunteer Programs of the Points

of Light Foundation, the top U.S.

award for the most outstanding

employee-volunteer programs in

any business.

3. First Holdings donated several

Gawad Kalinga (GK) homes

in Barangay Buntatala, Iloilo.

Collectively, these 50 homes were

named the Don Eugenio H. Lopez

Village in commemoration of the

105th birth anniversary of the

Group's founder.

In education: Ms. Elvira Lopez-Bautista,

president of the Knowledge Channel

Foundation, Inc. (KCFI), received for

the foundation several awards for

providing free educational cable TV

in various schools in the country. Of

these awards, the more notable are

the Parangal Lingkod sa Sambayanan

award, given by the Ateneo de Manila

University, and the International Award

in Humanitarian Service, given by the

Fil-Am Hall of Fame Awards. She also

addressed the "Science & Technology

for Education" session during the 59th

Annual United Nations Department of

Public Information and Non-government

Organization Conference in New York

in September. To date, 2.79 million

students in 1,709 schools in 46 provinces

nationwide are watching KCFIprograms.

In health, here are the highlights:

1. The Asian Eye Institute (AEI), an

innovative form of CSR, sponsored

cataractsurgeriesworth over 132.5

million for 43 indigent patients

from Quezon City. AEI provided

internship training for one Filipino

optometrist. AEI also continued

to support its medical affiliates by

conducting seven research projects

and clinic trials for new technologies

and techniques, participating in 13

local and international conventions

of ophthalmology and the medical

community, and producing five

articles for publication.

2. The operating companies of the

Group provided free medical and

dental services to the various

communities in which they operate.

In environmental sustainability: The

second phase of the Verde Island

Integrated Conservation and Development

Program worked on the adoption of the

coastal resource management plan. First

Gen is at the forefront of this campaign.

It also started to implement a holistic

social development project that covered

community organizing, livelihood

development, information and education,

and law enforcement. Dr. Kent Carpenter

of the World Conservation Union

identified the Verde Island as the "Center

of the Center" of the global marine shore

fish biodiversity. In November, President

Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo signed Executive

Order No. 578, ordering the creation of

a multi-government agency Ad Hoc Task

Force with the mandate of formulating

a management plan for the Verde Island

Passage.First Gen committed to allocate

$1 million for the conservation of Verde

Island and the Apo Reef National'Park

over a period of five years.
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